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FRIGHTFUL AFFAIR/MOVABLE MONSTERS
DESIGN CONTEST
Design by: GiGiM (4 Projects)
About me: I am an avid paper crafter and I
LO VE m y Cricut!

Project skill level: advanced
Project time: 1 hour to 2 hours
Project tags: Boxes/Bags/Tags School

Family Halloween Boy Girl Kids Teen Holiday
Celebration Layouts Holiday Layouts Family
Layouts Seasonal Layouts Friend Layouts
Scrapbook Layouts Kids Layouts Playful Friends
An interactive scrapbook layout w here w hen you pull the
tag the Mad Scientist pulls the secret ingredient out of the
box.

CRICUT ®: WHAT WAS USED
Doodlecharms Cartridge

Cricut Expression®
Machine with Plantin
SchoolBook and Accent
Essentials®

Paper Doll Dress Up
Cartridge

OTHER MATERIALS NEEDED
Brads

Google Eyes

MS Drippy Goo Punch

Xacto Knife

Ribbon

Eyelet

Pop Dots

STEP 1
Cut Mad Scientist from Movable Monsters at 6 inches. Add brads to shoulders and elbows, the rest glue together. Color blood on jacket
with Copic Markers and added triangle pocket scarf. Hand cut sword and add to left hand.

STEP 2
Cut skull from Movable Monsters at 1.6 inches and add google eyes. Cut a black border around skull leaving a 1 inch long tab at bottom
and punch hole in center bottom of tab (this is where you will connect brad to the sliding up tag). Cut spider from Doodlecharms at 1 inch
and pop dot head. Cut out beakers from Paper Doll Dress Up at 2 inches on real dial size.

STEP 3
Cut all font from Robots. Cut title at 1 inch with shadow, rest of font is cut at .5 inches. For box cut 2.5 in square, and 2.25 in. square for
inside panel. Add Top Secret and stitching line. Mount pop dots down sides leaving top and bottom open. Cut a 7 X 3.75 inch square for
table and cut out center. Add a 7 1/4 X 1/2 strip to top of table.

STEP 4
Cut a 4 X 5.5 inch mat out of black and a 3.75 X 5.25 out of white for photo mat. Add drippy goo border punch to bottom with ribbon over top.

STEP 5
To assemble the movable pieces you will need to cut 1/8 inch wide slit 1 7/8 inches down from center top of page 2 3/4 inch wide ( this is
where the tag will slide into). The second 1/8 wide slit you will cut 4 7/8 inches up from bottom center 1 3/4 inch long ( this is where you will
connect tag to skull). Print sentiment off computer and Cut the tag 2 5/8 X 6 inches long. punch a hole in the bottom center of tag. Slide tag
into top slit and slide down to second slit. Add your brad through the tag, slit and connect to skull. Now when you pull the tag, the skull will
move up and down.

Slit Placement

STEP 6
Add eyelet and ribbon pull to tag. Punch a drippy goo border and add ribbon over top. Glue to page just under tag slit. Glue all pieces onto
layout starting with the scientist and pop dotted box over skull. glue scientist's hand to skull and embellish as you wish. I stamped a spider
web and the "if you dare" sentiment.

AWARDS

RELATED PROJECTS
Gate Gift Bag

View details

Princess Box

View details

Frog Prince Gift Bag

View details
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